Attendees: Barb Prewett, Katie Jackson, Carl Burns, Janet Walker, Christine Laughlin, Kristie Schulte, Ross Gubrud, Connie Arthur, Brett Watson, Jennifer Sherrell

Topics of Discussion

1. PIP Suicide Prevention Update - Barb gave an overview of the updates. The results for the Ask Listen Refer online training increased. There were 150 new participants, which were mostly students. Depression Screening was held in the Havener Center for Suicide Prevention. Cups, stress balls, etc were distributed.

2. Potential Resource – A Faculty Handbook originally created by Cornell University [http://www.campussuicidepreventionva.org/facultyhandbook/#/1/](http://www.campussuicidepreventionva.org/facultyhandbook/#/1/) This is a good reference book which can guide us relating to students in different situations.